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High Speed Machining: A Challenge for Ball Screw Drives J.M. Azkoitia, J.J. Zulaika (Fatronik) R. González (Shuton S.A.) ABSTRACT: This paper presents a study of the capabilities of the ball screw drives to face the increasing demands for higher speed and higher precision in machine tools. With that aim, a comprehensive analysis of the kinematics and dynamics of ball screw drives has been performed. Additionally, aspects that have a decisive influence on the final behaviour of the drive, such as lubrication, have also been analysed. KEY WORDS: Ball screw, Kinematic, Lubrication



1. Introduction Within the technologies involved in the high speed machining, one of the most important research lines regards the development of high dynamic drives. Those drives must accomplish speeds over 60 m/min and accelerations above 10 m/s2. To achieve those goals, two different techniques are nowadays used: ball screw drives, and a more recent solution, the linear motor drives. Since the spreading of NC machine tools, ball screws have consolidated their leadership as a precision machine element. The ball screw drive achieves high rigidity and low friction losses, which results in an accurate positioning of the moving elements. Nevertheless, the use of linear motors in machine tool drives has achieved a remarkable increase in the feed speed, which has forced the ball screw manufacturers to continually improve the performance of their ball screws in competition with linear motors. The challenge of increasing the speed in a ball screw mechanism has, generally speaking, two mechanical constraints: - The revolution speed of the rolling element or D·N factor - The critical speed of the screw shaft Additionally, the ball screw mechanism is a member of a wider drive mechanism, which must be regulated and controlled numerically. Consequently, aspects such as the dynamic response of the whole drive must also be considered.



2. Requirements for Higher Speeds in Machine Tool Drives Nowadays it can be stated undoubtedly that high speed machining is a firm reality among the machine tool manufacturers. It is obvious that a remarkable increase in both feed speeds and cutting speeds is perceived not only in new prototypes but in commercial machines as well. As regard the feed speeds, the constantly higher requests are forcing designers to optimise the structure of the machine, as well as the drives and their control. The speed that a ball screw drive accomplishes is the product of the screw lead and the rotational speed. Therefore, to achieve higher linear speeds it should be increased either the screw lead or the rotational speed. As for lead lengths, currently is not unusual to have leads of the same length as the screw diameter, and even leads twice or three times the screw diameter. However, what is attained in linear speed should not be lost in positioning precision, hence balance between rotational speeds and screw leads should be maintained. Nevertheless, the rotational speed of a ball screw cannot be increased as much as desired. There are two main limits that restrict the rotational speed in a gyratory screw drive: - On the one hand, there would be the limit established by the revolving speed of the balls, widely known in the machine-tool sector as D·N factor (D refers to the diameter of the central circle of the ball, dm, and N to the rotational speed)



- On the other hand, there would be the limit determined by the critical speed of the screw shaft. The first factor includes all the phenomena related to the kinematics of the rolling balls. The contact forces between balls with other balls as well as among balls and raceways due to preload and inertia forces cause high contact stresses in addition to a great amount of friction, with their consequent temperature rising and thermal deformations, which can affect decisively the service life of the screw. Especially significant is the influence on this factor of the ball dynamics in the recirculation channel. As far as the second factor is concerned, it includes all the phenomena related to the dynamic behaviour of the ball screw: dynamic rigidity of the kinematic chain, natural frequencies of the screw shaft etc., which are mostly influenced by the geometry and the supports of the screw. The following chapters will analyse the kinematics and the dynamics of the ball screw mechanism. Thus, restrictions that limit the rotational speed will be better understood. Moreover, important parameters like the life of the ball screws will be more accurately estimated.



3. Kinematics and Dynamics of the Ball Screw Mechanism The positioning of the rolling balls requires the definition of two angles. On the one hand, the position of the ball screw shaft must be defined, and on the other hand, the position of the ball centre along the circular helical line that wraps that shaft must be established. Therefore, two coordinate systems are used for this positioning: the first one, X’, fixed and with the z’ axis coincident with the screw axis, and the second one, X, rotating round the z axis, coincident with the z’axis and with the screw axis. The Ω angle represents the angle between X and X’(see Figure 1). Besides, a Frenet frame Y will be fixed to the centre of the ball (the O’ point) as local coordinate system. The position of the ball centre with respect to the rotary coordinate system X is defined by the θ angle parameter, defined on the xy plane. This last coordinate system moves therefore along the trajectory of the ball centre and has the following unit vectors: - Unit tangent vector t = [-κ·rm·sinθ/cosα κ·rm·cosθ/cosα τ·rm/cosα] - Unit normal vector n = [-cosθ -sinθ 0 ] - Unit binormal vector b = [τ·rm·sinθ/cosα -τ·rm·cosθ/cosα κ·rm/cosα] where α is the helix angle of the screw (α=atan(lead/2·π·rm)), κ is the curvature, κ=cos2α/ rm; and τ is the torsion, τ= sinα·cosα/ rm.
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Figure 1. Position of the ball centre The coordinate transformations among these coordinate systems are: X’= T1·X Where: X’= [i’ j’ k’]T
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Loads, stresses and deformations should be analysed especially in two planes: the axial plane and the normal plane. The axial plane is any plane that contains the screw axis, whereas the normal plane is the plane normal to the thread, that is, the plane that contains the n and b unit vectors of the Frenet coordinate system. The thread profiles that the ball screw manufacturers show are profiles in the axial plane cross section. However, the contact points between the ball and the grooves of the screw and the nut are always in the normal plane [LIN 94]. Therefore, when analysing the contact stresses it is convenient to work in the normal plane. Due to geometrical restrictions, the ball can only move relative to the screw in the tangential direction of the Frenet frame of the ball centre trajectory. Thus, if R is the position vector of the ball centre with respect to the rotary system X, according to figure 1, R can be expressed as: R= [ rm·cos θ rm sin θ θ ·lead / 2π]·X= rm· [ sin α ·tan α ·θ
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Differentiating that vector expression with respect to time, the following speed vector is achieved:
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The speed of the ball has only a component in the tangential direction. Therefore, the normal plane has two important features: the contact points are contained in it and, besides, the velocity of the ball is normal to that normal plane. From these features, it can be observed the parallelism between this case and the angular contact ball bearing case. This resemblance between the profile of an angular contact ball bearing and the profile of a ball screw mechanism in the normal plane has important consequences. In fact, bearing kinematics and dynamics, as well as its deformation mechanisms, have been widely analysed during the last decades. Now, the knowledge acquired with ball bearings will be exported to the ball screw mechanism case. 3.1. Thread profiles and contact angles In Figure 2 the two planes, the axial one and the normal one can be observed. Between both planes there is an angle equal to the helix angle α.
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Figure 2. Axial plane and normal plane One important observation is that the normal plane cuts the screw and its grooves with an oblique angle, so therefore the circular shapes will be of elliptical shape on it. One approximation could be a circular arc in which dimensions in the axial direction of the axial plane, which are known data, are multiplied by cosα (see Figure 2). Thus, the contact stresses analysis in a ball screw mechanism becomes an



analysis in an angular contact bearing. From now on, dimensions in the axial plane will have an “a” subscript, whereas dimensions in the normal plane will have an “n” subscript. In absence of applied forces, the contact angle is referred as free contact angle. In Figure 3 the centre O of the ball, of radius rb, can be seen, in addition to the centre O’ of the screw thread groove of radius rni and the centre O’’ of the nut thread groove of radius rno. The inner contact angle βi is the angle between the line containing the unit normal vector n and the ball/screw contact normal, whereas the outer contact angle βo is the angle between the line containing the unit normal vector n and the ball/nut contact normal. These angles are identical, that is, O, O’ and O’’ are in a straight line.
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Figure 3. Contact angles on the normal plane If an axial load Fan is applied, the inner and the outer contact angles are still identical but both increase as a function of Fan; that is, β >βo. These two contact angles will only be different if centrifugal forces appear [HAR 84]. As it can be seen in Figure 3, the application of the axial load Fan causes the distance O’O’’ to increase due to axial and normal deflections (δan and δnn). From that figure the final value of the contact angle α can be attained: α = acos((A·cosβo)/(A+δnn), where A is the distance between the groove radii centres. Finally, it must be taken into account that, as a rule, actual loads and deformations will be measured in the axial plane. Therefore, a transformation of those values into the normal plane will have to be made. As an example, an axial load Fa and an axial deflection δa, both measured in the axial plane, will have the following values in the normal plane: Fan = Fa/cosα and δan = δa·cosα, being α the helix angle. 3.2. Contact Stresses at High Speed As it has been stated above, in absence of centrifugal forces the inner and outer contact angles will be equal. When an axial load is applied, both angles will continue having the same value but that value will increase. Nevertheless, when a centrifugal force acts on the ball, the inner contact angle increases slightly whereas the outer contact angle decreases.



Lin et al. calculated the acceleration of the ball centre in the Frenet coordinate && )/ cosα]·t; an = [rm·(θ&+ Ω& )2]·n; ab = [-rm·sinα· Ω && ]·b system: at = [rm·(θ&&+cos2α· Ω Multiplying those vectors by the mass of the ball, the tangential force Ft, the centripetal force Fn and the binormal force Fb will be attained. On the ball will act the following forces: Contact forces with the grooves of the screw and the nut, inertia forces and friction forces. Figure 4 shows all those forces. Qon Qob ψ
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Figure 4. Contact forces and friction forces on a ball The slip velocities at the contact points are on the contact tangent plane, perpendicular to the nb normal plane, and have an angle ψ with respect to that normal plane. Those velocities will have a component on the nb normal plane, proportional to cosψ , and a component on the tangential direction, proportional to sinψ . The component on the normal plane would be related to the rolling component of the ball movement, whereas the componenet on the tangential direction would be related to the spinning component of the ball movement. Those slip velocities will cause at the contact points of the ball frictional forces opposite in direction to those velocities. Those forces are marked in Figure 4 as Ffi and Ffo respectively. In order to calculate those forces, some simplifications could be assumed. For



&& = 0) can be considered. The ball/screw example, only steady-state condition (θ&&= Ω contact force Qi and the contact angle βi are assumed to remain constant and, finally, the spin components of the ball movement can be neglected (ψ i=ψ o=π/2). Thus, the outer contact angle βo and the contact force Qo can be calculated in function of the inner contact force Qi, the inner contact angle βi, the mass of the ball m, the radius of &. the screw shaft rm and the angular velocities θ& and Ω



The inner contact force Qi can be calculated from a non-speed state if the applied external load Pa is known. If the number of effective balls per circuit is designed as zcalc, each ball will take a shared axial load Fa = Pa/zcalc in the direction of the screw axis. That force will have a value Fan = Fa/cosα on the normal plane, which will be balanced by the counter-acting axial component of Qi: Qib = Qi·sinβi (see Figure 4). Thus: Qi = Pa/(zcalc·cosα·sinβi)



(5)



With the knowledge of the contact forces Qi and Qo, the stresses on the ball and grooves can be calculated using the Hertzian contact theory. The required additional geometrical data would be the curvatures of the contacting surfaces. Thus, on the ball surface, the principal curvatures are both constant and equal: κ11=κ12=1/rb. As for the groove, the smallest radius is on the normal plane, so the principal planes will be that normal plane and its perpendicular. Consequently the principal curvatures of the groove will be: κ21 =-1/rn and κ22 = (cosβ/((1/κb) – rb·cosβ)); κb = cos2α/rm Thus, applying the Hertzian contact formulae, maximum contact stresses can be evaluated. As regards the lifetime of the ball screw, the calculation of the maximum contact stresses is a critical point. With the formulae described above, those stresses can be calculated for a specific ball screw geometry and speed. Applying fatigue criteria, the maximum stress that allows achieving a satisfactory service life can be stated. Thus, the maximum attainable speed for that ball screw mechanism can be evaluated. 3.3. The recirculation channel As it was stated at the beginning of this work, the recirculation system is a special problem zone for ball screws due to the ball dynamics. In a ball screw, the balls can be in three states [BEL 74]: - Working state, when they are rolling on the screw and nut grooves and are transmitting loads between them - Free state, when they are in the return channel. In that situation there is no applied load on the balls - Finally, the intermediate state, when they are entering or leaving the recirculation channel. The last state is a critical point in a ball screw mechanism, since the balls entering the recirculation channel collide against the balls situated in the return tube and against the tube itself. That effect increases when the revolving speed of the balls dm·N (dm: ball pitch diameter, N: rotational speed of the screw) reaches certain levels. In every entrance of the ball, its kinetic energy suddenly changes of value due to the direction change and its impact into the balls situated in the recirculation zone and into the return tube. As a result, the entrance of the balls into the recirculation channel causes repetitive impacts on the return tube, which can cause damages on it.



One important aspect is that in the recirculation zone balls are under no preload force, so balls tend to stay in the return tube. Therefore, the impact force takes its maximum when the ball, at high speed, enters into the tube and hits the jammed balls. By means of empirical measurements, the impact force on the return tube has proven to be approximately proportional to the revolving speed of the balls [NIN 98]. This means that at high revolution speeds the transfer of energy between the balls and the return tube can damage that tube. Special measures must be taken to optimise the shapes of the grooves and the geometry and accuracy of the return channels, particularly at the places where those tubes meet with the nut thread. Additionally, the recirculation channel should be improved and strengthened by combining FEM analyses with experimental force measurements. 4. Lubrication of the ball screws The analysis of the kinematics of the ball, in the previous chapter, has revealed that in a ball screw mechanism the main friction sources are: the friction among balls, the friction losses due to sliding between balls and grooves and, finally, friction losses due to rolling and boring motion. One way to improve the friction behaviour of a ball screw is to reduce the friction coefficient. This can be achieved by a suitable selection of the lubricant and the quantity of lubricant. With that aim, some empirical measurements have been carried out in a test bench built for that purpose. This test bench, as well as the tests accomplished in it, will be described in section 4.2. 4.1. Lubrication systems According to the used lubricant fluid, three groups of lubrication systems are distinguished: - Lubrication with grease - Lubrication with oil (small quantities) - Lubrication with oil (big quantities) The first system is the most widely used for ball screws. Its simple design, low friction coefficient and maintenance-free lubrication makes it suitable for normal operating and environmental conditions. However, its main drawback is the absence of a refrigerant agent, so the only way to evacuate the generated heat is by conduction through the screw and the nut or by natural convection. Therefore, grease does no seem the most adequate solution for severe working conditions such as high-speed machining. As regards the lubrication with oil in small quantities, its main advantage is the possibility of achieving nearly the same low friction coefficient of grease but surmounting its limitation for high-speed conditions. Inside this group, the most widespread solution is the oil-air lubrication system. In this solution oil is added periodically to an uninterrupted air stream. That air stream has, additionally, a role of refrigerant agent. Thus, the oil film lubricates the contact points between balls and grooves and the air stream evacuates the heat generated in those contact points.



Finally, in the third lubrication system, the same oil jet plays the role of lubricant and refrigerant agent. Although the great amount of fluid causes a great amount of friction between the moving balls and the oil, as the same fluid evacuates this heat, this solution achieves the best thermal behaviour on ball screws. However, this system has technical problems to be implemented in a ball screw mechanism. It is difficult to introduce in the screw that oil and afterwards gather that amount of oil. In the test bench built in Fatronik the grease and oil-air lubricating systems have been analysed and compared. The variables analysed have been the lubricant quantity and the viscosity of the lubricant. As regards the viscosity of the lubricant, the more viscous the fluid, the more separated the contact surfaces will be, attaining a better wear behaviour. However, a viscous lubricant increases the amount of friction, causing a temperature rising. As for the lubricant quantity, a scarcity of lubricant origins metal to metal contacts with the consequent reduction of the fatigue life of the screw. However, an excess of lubricant has the drawback of excess in heat generation. Figure 5 shows these effects, and a zone of admissible working conditions can be seen.
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Figure 5. Appropriate lubricant quantity 4.2. Thermal tests The test bench developed by Fatronik consists of a driven nut drive, two meters long, nominal diameter of 40 mm, lead of 40 mm. and double nut, preloaded by a spacer with a preload force of 3000 N. The moving mass is 350 Kg. As the nut can rotate up to 3.000 r.p.m., the maximum attainable revolving speed of the balls is dm·N = 120.000 mm·r.p.m., (6.3 m/s). Some preliminary tests have revealed that the main focus of heat takes place in the nut, so all the temperature measurements have been taken in the rotating nut. 4.2.1 Oil-Air Lubrication System The first set of tests was accomplished with oil-air lubrication system. The first measurements were taken for oil with viscosity of 68 cSt., with a constant revolving speed dm·N = 72000 mm·r.p.m., and varying the quantity of oil from 0.5 mm3/min up to 120 mm3/min. Figure 6 shows the temperature rise in the nut after three hours of continuous working state. In that figure it can be observed a minimum of heating for an oil quantity of 1,5 mm3/min. Another important aspect is that for oil quantities



above 100 mm3/min the temperature starts increasing considerably, so tests must stop in a relatively short time. Nut temper. vs. Oil quantity; Visc=68 cSt; t= 3 hours Temp. ºC
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Figure 6. Heating in the nut with 68 cSt. oil The following set of tests consisted in using oil with viscosity of 32 cSt, whereas the revolving speed was maintained at 72000 mm·r.p.m. Measurements were taken after three hours of continuous motion as well. The chart in Figure 7 shows the temperature rise in the nut as function of the oil quantity, and compares the temperatures of this last case with the previous case. From that chart, some conclusions can be drawn: - For the case of oil of 32 cSt, the oil quantity for minimum temperature rise is Q = 6.8 mm3/min (with oil of 68 cSt., Q=1.5 mm3/min) - For any oil quantity, the nut reaches higher temperatures with oil of 68 cSt. This is due to higher shear stresses in viscous fluids. - When oil of 32 cSt. is used, the thermal behaviour is quite insensitive to lubricant amount variations. Nut temperature; t = 3 hours; dm·N=72.000
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All these tests were carried out at a constant revolving speed dm·N=72000. In the following test set, the value of the revolving speed was evenly increased. The selected combination of oil viscosity and oil quantity was the one that caused the minimum heating in the nut, that is, viscosity = 32 cSt and Q = 6.8 mm3/min. Figure 8 shows the temperature rise in the nut for several dm·N values. The most remarkable characteristic is that the temperature increasing is approximately linear



with respect to the revolving speed of the balls up to a value dm·N = 110000 mm·r.p.m. For higher values the temperature starts rising considerably. The increasing friction forces cause a heat amount that cannot be evacuated by the air stream, so temperature in the nut rises uninterruptedly, with the consequent risk of damaging the ball screw mechanism. Nut Temperature; t= 3 hours; Oil 32 cSt; Q=6.8mm3/min 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 72
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Figure 8. Temperature in the nut for several revolving speeds of the ball 4.2.2. Grease Lubrication system For lubrication by grease, the same analysis procedure was projected. Like in the oil-air lubrication system, different viscosities of greases and different speeds were to be analysed. However, for similar speed and lubricant viscosity conditions, the temperature increase was considerable if dm·N values were higher than 72.000 mm·r.p.m. It is clear that for severe high-speed conditions grease lubrication is not an appropriate lubrication system. However, with the aim of comparing the temperature behaviour between oil-air and grease lubrication, measurements were taken for variable rotational speeds. With that intention, a normalised variable speed test for spindles that appears in the norm DIN 8602 was used for these tests. Figure 9 shows how the temperature in the nut has changed for variable speed conditions with both oil-air and grease lubrication systems. The maximum revolving speed of the balls was set to a value dm·N=108.000 mm·r.p.m. From that figure the following conclusions can be drawn: - During the first time intervals, the temperature rise in the nut is considerably higher with grease lubrication than with oil-air lubrication. - As the test continues, this thermal difference tends to decrease. - Although temperature is always higher with grease lubrication, the temperature peaks tend to become stable. - The thermal behaviour of the nut lubricated with grease is less damped: during severe speed cycles, temperature increases more, but during stop cycles, the heat dissipation is higher. - As the dm·N factor increases, the temperature difference between grease lubrication and oil-air lubrication increases as well, especially for dm·N factors above 80.000 mm·r.p.m.. This datum supports the inconvenience of using grease as lubricating system for high rotating speeds.



Figure 9. Comparison between heating with grease and oil-air lubrication



5. Critical Speed of the Screw Shaft The maximum speed that a ball screw with a long stroke can attain is frequently limited by the critical speed of the screw shaft. When the rotational speed of the screw reaches the natural frequency of the shaft, the resonance phenomenon occurs: the entire machine starts vibrating with great amplitude, what can damage the whole machine drive. That resonance phenomenon is known as critical speed. The most common solutions to avoid the critical speed have been to increase the ball screw diameter or to put intermediate supports to the screw shaft. To calculate the different natural frequencies of the ball screw, the screw shaft is assumed as a circular section beam. This screw is supported at both ends and has a nut along the screw shaft. As this nut moves along the shaft, the natural frequencies vary. With the aim of calculating the effect of the nut on the natural frequencies of the screw shaft, a set of modal analysis tests has been accomplished in the abovementioned test bench.



Figure 10. Vibration mode, nut in one end



It must be noted that the drive uses a double nut screw preloaded by a spacer. As for the supports, both are fixed for bending deformations of the screw. The bending resonance frequency of the screw shaft has taken its minimum value, as expected, when the nut is positioned in one end. Figure 10 shows the transference function and the vibration mode of the screw shaft. The nut acts on the screw blocking its bending slope as well as its deflection. Therefore, it can be stated that with a preloaded nut situated in one end of the shaft, that nut support can be considered as a fixed support. Obviously, if the screw is simply supported in one end and fixed in the other, in order to calculate the resonance frequency the nut will be placed beside the fixed support. The nut does not always act like a fixed support. Figure 11 shows clearly that when the nut is placed in the middle of the stroke, the shaft behaves as it was simply supported. However, the resonance frequency is notably higher, (166 Hz. vs. 61Hz.). 440
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Figure 11. Vibration mode; nut in the middle



Within the field of the critical speed in ball screws, one interesting line of research for future works covers the improvement of the dynamic rigidity of ball screws by using damper materials inside the screw shaft.



6. Dynamic behaviour of ball screw drives The kinematic chain of a machine drive comprises several components, among which the ball screw is just a link of that chain. If a good dynamic behaviour is desired for the ball screw drive, a diversity of design parameters will have to be considered. Generally speaking, the aim of a drive is to move a mass along a stroke at certain speed. The design of ball screw drives as high feed dynamic system has to regard



several parameters to reach an optimum of speed and acceleration: motor, belt drive and ball screw can be modified. The acceleration can be established as a function of motor torque “T” and inertia, the lead of the ball screw “h” and the transmission ratio “i” [WEC 98]: a= T·h 2·π·Jtotal,red(h,i)·i The optimal acceleration is considered as the maximum of this equation. If that expression is derived with respect to the lead h and equalled to zero, the lead h* of maximum acceleration provides the following value: amax =



T ·2·π 2·i·M ·h*



where M is the linear mass and the optimum lead h* depends on the linear mass as well as on the moment of inertia of the rotating elements and the motor. Additionally, another key issue in the dynamic behaviour of a NC ball screw drive is the position loop gain or Kv factor. An increase in the Kv value results in a reduction of the position error. However, this gain is limited due to oscillations of the table at high gains. Although this gain is tuned experimentally, Pandilov et al. [PAN 95] have calculated analytically the attainable Kv factor as a function of the natural frequencies and damping coefficients of both the drive electrical parts and mechanical transmission parts. As these factors can be calculated easily, it will be possible to estimate the accuracy of the drive during the design phase.



7. Conclusions High Speed Machining is increasing the precision and speed requirements for ball screw manufacturers. These requirements have become the main challenges for ball screw manufactures, which has forced them to concentrate their efforts in the development of technologically advanced high-speed products. This paper has shown the main aspects of a thorough analysis that was accomplished to study the kinematics and dynamics involved in the ball screw mechanism. Thus, constrains limiting the rotational speed of the screw have been better understood, what will allow to fulfil user requisites with guarantee. Moreover, this knowledge will be the basis for further FEM analyses and additional empirical tests.
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